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GRAMMAR POINTS introduce the structure and the grammar usage in
simple chart form with clear explanations, striking photos, and example sentences.

SET allows learners to acquire and
strengthen the natural and accurate
grammar usage through a variety of
grammar exercises. 

READY  guides learners to practice the basic formations and the grammar
usage with simple and practical drills.

Four Checkup Tests aim to evaluate the learners’ grammar knowledge obtained from the
previous units by practicing in a standardized test-taking format. 

One Final Test assesses the learners’ academic achievement at the end of the volume. 
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Classify the types of nouns in the box.

Nouns

1 common nouns :

2 proper nouns :

3 abstract nouns : 

4 collective nouns :

5 material nouns :

Types of Nouns

common noun general and unspecific nouns boy, girl, bird

proper noun specific and special nouns Peter, Jane, Hungarian

abstract noun names for feelings, ideas, and concepts freedom, happiness

collective noun
names for a group of things, animals, company, class, 
or people people

material noun
names for a material which is 

sugar, water, coffeeused to make other things

A noun is a word that names a person, place, object, idea, or feeling. 

An abstract noun only has a singular form and cannot be counted. 

A collective noun usually takes a singular form and cannot be counted. 

A material noun only has a singular form and cannot be counted. 

I had some potatoes

for breakfast.
I want to go to Paris

someday.
The audience was big
last night.

Rice is the main dish in
Asian countries.

monkey bread family Harry sorrow church
apple London money audience Italian liberty
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Check the functions of the underlined nouns. 

1 The news was very depressing. � subject � object    

2 Mom always listens to the radio at 3 o’clock. � object � object of preposition   

3 Mr. Kim is a nice English teacher. � object � subject complement   

4 Did you hear that noise? � subject � object    

5 There’s a hair in my salad. � subject � object    

6 That was some good advice. � object � subject complement   

7 I’m going to buy some chocolate cookies. � object � subject complement   

8 Ken is looking for a job. � object � object of preposition

Functions of Nouns

A noun can serve as the subject or the object of a sentence.

A noun can be the object of a preposition.

A noun can also be a subject complement that follows a linking verb.

subject Jane goes to school every day.

object Jane takes a bag to school every day.

object of preposition Jane eats lunch at the cafeteria every day.

subject complement Jane is a diligent student.

The sky is very cloudy
today. 

Do you want some
milk?

He is from Mexico. Alice is a good
swimmer.
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A. Check the types of the underlined nouns. 

1 Peter arrived home late. � proper � collective

2 There was some confusion about the test. � common � abstract

3 The Nile is the longest river in the world. � proper �material

4 Welcome to Rose Park, ladies and gentlemen. � common � abstract

5 My family is in Japan. � collective �material 

6 I want to drink a glass of milk. � proper �material

B. Check the functions of the underlined nouns. 

1 Dogs are friendly. � subject � object    

2 There isn’t much gas in the car. � object � object of preposition

3 Can I borrow the scissors to cut this paper? � subject � object   

4 My favorite subject is math. � subject � subject complement   

5 The audience is in the big hall. � object � object of preposition

6 Her family has many strange people. � subject � object   

C. Find the best place for each noun.

1 Sally Do  ① you  ② know  ③ ?

2 pants I like  ① your  ② new  ③ .

3 people ① Should take care  ② of their pets  ③ .

4 student John seems  ① to be  ② a good  ③ .

5 Sam ① Has just  ② passed  ③ his exams.

6 book ① May I  ② borrow your  ③ ?

7 the pictures Why don’t  ① you look  ② at  ③ ?

8 a nurse Kate  ① became  ② when she grew up  ③ .
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Complete the story with the correct forms of the words .

Correct the errors.

1 Milk are good for you.

2 Old people have wisdoms to use in life.

3 My sister doesn’t like spider.

4 A water is important in everyday life.

5 The best soccer team is brazil.

6 Tammy has long hairs.

Today, I got into trouble (1) . 

I didn’t do my (2) homework last

night. I was worried about getting punished

(3) . She asked me

why I didn’t do my (4) . 

I said, “My dog ate my homework.” Of course,

that was (5) , and she knew I was lying. She got cross. I had to stay

(6) all day long. She wanted me to stay after school.

She didn’t let me go until I finished my homework. Finally, I finished my math

homework, and my teacher said, “Okay, it’s (7) to go. Don’t forget to do

your homework every day. Doing your homework is very important for your (8)

.” I went home late, and my (9) was waiting for me.familiesfamilyfutures

future

timea time

in the cornerin corner the

liea lie

homeworkshomework

my teacher byby my teacher

mathsmath

school atat school

TROUBLESHOOTING
assesses the learners’ grasp of grammar
through error corrections.  

GRAMMAR GO leads learners to extend and apply the appropriate use of grammar in context
(e.g. short passages, letters, conversations, etc. with diverse topics). 
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Classify the types of nouns in the box.

Nouns

1 common nouns :

2 proper nouns :

3 abstract nouns : 

4 collective nouns :

5 material nouns :

Types of Nouns

common noun general and unspecific nouns boy, girl, bird

proper noun specific and special nouns Peter, Jane, Hungarian

abstract noun names for feelings, ideas, and concepts freedom, happiness

collective noun
names for a group of things, animals, company, class, 
or people people

material noun
names for a material which is 

sugar, water, coffeeused to make other things

Check the functions of the underlined nouns. 

1 The news was very depressing. � subject � object    

2 Mom always listens to the radio at 3 o’clock. � object � object of preposition   

3 Mr. Kim is a nice English teacher. � object � subject complement   

4 Did you hear that noise? � subject � object    

5 There’s a hair in my salad. � subject � object    

6 That was some good advice. � object � subject complement   

7 I’m going to buy some chocolate cookies. � object � subject complement   

8 Ken is looking for a job. � object � object of preposition

Functions of Nouns

A noun can serve as the subject or the object of a sentence.

A noun can be the object of a preposition.

A noun can also be a subject complement that follows a linking verb.

subject Jane goes to school every day.

object Jane takes a bag to school every day.

object of preposition Jane eats lunch at the cafeteria every day.

subject complement Jane is a diligent student.

The sky is very cloudy
today. 

Do you want some
milk?

He is from Mexico. Alice is a good
swimmer.

A noun is a word that names a person, place, object, idea, or feeling. 

An abstract noun only has a singular form and cannot be counted. 

A collective noun usually takes a singular form and cannot be counted. 

A material noun only has a singular form and cannot be counted. 

I had some potatoes

for breakfast.
I want to go to Paris

someday.
The audience was big
last night.

Rice is the main dish in
Asian countries.

monkey bread family Harry sorrow church
apple London money audience Italian liberty
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Complete the story with the correct forms of the words .

Correct the errors.

1 Milk are good for you.
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3 My sister doesn’t like spider.

4 A water is important in everyday life.

5 The best soccer team is brazil.

6 Tammy has long hairs.

Today, I got into trouble (1) . 

I didn’t do my (2) homework last

night. I was worried about getting punished

(3) . She asked me

why I didn’t do my (4) . 

I said, “My dog ate my homework.” Of course,

that was (5) , and she knew I was lying. She got cross. I had to stay

(6) all day long. She wanted me to stay after school.

She didn’t let me go until I finished my homework. Finally, I finished my math

homework, and my teacher said, “Okay, it’s (7) to go. Don’t forget to do

your homework every day. Doing your homework is very important for your (8)

.” I went home late, and my (9) was waiting for me.familiesfamilyfutures

future
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in the cornerin corner the
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A. Check the types of the underlined nouns. 

1 Peter arrived home late. � proper � collective

2 There was some confusion about the test. � common � abstract

3 The Nile is the longest river in the world. � proper �material

4 Welcome to Rose Park, ladies and gentlemen. � common � abstract

5 My family is in Japan. � collective �material 

6 I want to drink a glass of milk. � proper �material

B. Check the functions of the underlined nouns. 

1 Dogs are friendly. � subject � object    

2 There isn’t much gas in the car. � object � object of preposition

3 Can I borrow the scissors to cut this paper? � subject � object   

4 My favorite subject is math. � subject � subject complement   

5 The audience is in the big hall. � object � object of preposition

6 Her family has many strange people. � subject � object   

C. Find the best place for each noun.

1 Sally Do  ① you  ② know  ③ ?

2 pants I like  ① your  ② new  ③ .

3 people ① Should take care  ② of their pets  ③ .

4 student John seems  ① to be  ② a good  ③ .

5 Sam ① Has just  ② passed  ③ his exams.

6 book ① May I  ② borrow your  ③ ?

7 the pictures Why don’t  ① you look  ② at  ③ ?

8 a nurse Kate  ① became  ② when she grew up  ③ .


